Abstract. We study a restricted programming language over tree structures.
Introduction
A large number of algorithms of both practical and theoretical interest considered in the literature are realized by combinations of recursive descent procedures over recursively defined data structures. As is also the case for loop-programs, such algorithms have the interesting property that termination is guaranteed by their structure, so that no a priori undecidability question arises to limit the possibility of analyzing program behavior. We mention the following classes:
(i) Tree algorithms: formal differentiation (in formal manipulation systems), tree matching (as occurs in compiler optimization), reduction algorithms (in theorem proving or symbolic execution).
(ii) Comparison searching and sorting: binary search (for maintaining dictionaries), heap-like sorting, tree sorting, quicksort, and a number of their variants. (iii) Digital search: with algorithms for inserting, deleting, and querying tables that maintain digital keys (strings over some fixed alphabet); various set-theoretic operations such as union and intersection can also be performed efficiently.
The performances of a number of such algorithms have already been analyzed and (ii) and (iii) represent a nonnegligible fraction of the work of Knuth [12] . A few analyses pertaining to (i) are also discussed in [11] . Existing analyses essentially obey the following paradigm.
For an algorithm ~t over a set of inputs .9 (namely, trees, permutations, digital sets,...), with ~, the subset of inputs of size n, we consider the quantities def in = card(~), ~'an -z~,n = ~ times [e] ec.~n representing the number of possible inputs of size n and the cumulated computation time of ~t over such inputs. An interesting quantity is the average performance of ~t over ~, all inputs of size n being taken equally likely; it is defined by
To determine these quantities, i.e., "analyze" the algorithm, one usually sets up recurrence relations based, on the one hand, on a combinatorial decomposition of the structure into smaller components: in --6({ij}j<~), and, on the other hand, on tracing back the complexity of the algorithms on substructures and subroutines. For instance, in the case of two mutually dependent subroutines, • and ~, equations would have the form ran = ~b~({raj}j<n ; {~-bj}j<~ ; {ij}j<_n) ,
~'bn = ~b~( { ~'aj}j<n ; {'i'bj}j<n ; {/j}j<-n)-
One then attempts to solve these recurrence relations, relying on classical techniques from the calculus of finite differences, the algebra of formal power series, or analysis.
Such performance analyses are basically one-shot. A new set of equations has to be set up for each new algorithm considered and often ad hoc solution methods have to be found in each particular case. Experience, however, shows that most "reasonable" algorithms ultimately exhibit relatively simple behaviors (expressible in terms of standard functions), and the set of applicable techniques seems much more restricted than appears at first glance. This paper proposes to develop an alternative framework for the analysis of such recursive descent algorithms, trying to capture many of the regularities encountered in the recurrence approach. It starts with the observation that generating functions for input counts (in) and cumulated complexity counts (ran) defined by i(z) =~, inz n and 7a(z) =~ ranz n n n satisfy equations whose shapes reflect the structural definitions of inputs and programs (such a relation also exists between programs and recurrences but is of a much less simple form). This observation can be developed into a system of translation rules that allow a systematic translation from program texts into complexity descriptors (the generating functions of the cumulated complexities zan) for a sizeable class of programs. More precisely, each translation rule specifies in a particular context how the complexity descriptor of a larger program can be determined from the complexity descriptors of its simpler components. The system of rules thus forms the algebraic part of a complexity calculus for the class of programs considered. The next stage, which involves complex analysis, is to recover proper information on program complexity from these complexity descriptors. We use here the existence of relations between the nature of a function around its singularities in the complex plane and the asymptotic behavior of its Taylor coefficients. By tracing singular parts of complexity descriptors, we are thus able to draw, in a systematic way, precise conclusions on the costs of algorithms.
We propose here to illustrate this approach by studying a restricted programming language over tree structures. This language PL-tree operates on tree structures that appear in compiling, formal manipulation systems, theorem proving, automatic inference, i.e., essentially term trees (in single-typed or heterogeneous algebras). It allows for basic recursive descent mechanisms possibly guided by the information contained in nodes of the trees. The language is powerful enough to include programs for formal differentiation, tree matching, tree embedding, and reduction of expressions for which precise performance estimates are given.
Among the works that bear relations to our approach we mention:
(i) Investigation of relations between structural properties of combinatorial objects and corresponding generating functions is an important trend in combinatorial analysis: one can refer to works by Rota [17] and Foata and Schiitzenberger [6] and the very systematic treatment in Goulden and Jackson [9] . (ii) Wegbreit [23] and Ramshaw [16] have proposed complexity assertions systems that are analogues of the Floyd-Hoare assertions in formal semantics; these systems can be used to express computational properties of programs but seem too general to allow automatic performance analysis of specific classes. Closer to our objective is Wegbreit's system [22] for automating the analysis of a set of LISP-like procedures on lists. It is, however, based on recurrence relations and, as such, has to rely, in its resolution part, on stringent Markovian approximations to probabilities of test satisfaction leading only to approximate analyses. Several convergent ideas also appear in the work of Burge [2] where various correspondences are indicated between recursive data structures and generating functions. (iii) We finally exploit information on functions around their singularities to derive the asymptotics of their coefficients. This is related to the Darboux-Polya method [10] , especially to developments in a paper by Meir and Moon [13] , as well as the use of particular contour integration by Odlyzko [ 14] , Flajolet and Odlyzko [5] , and Steyaert and Flajolet [ 19] .
The plan of the paper is as follows: Section 2 starts with a description of the programming constructs of PL-tree (Section 2.1), together with associated complexity rules (Section 2.2); proof techniques for these algebraic complexity rules are discussed in Section 2.3, and the set of analytic tools needed to interpret complexity descriptors appears in Section 2.4.
We then work out several analyses in detail. Firstly, the classical algorithm for symbolic differentiation (Section 3), and secondly, a tree compatibility algorithm (Section 4) closely related to the "generalization problem" in symbolic manipulation. In Section 5 we conclude with two further examples: tree matching revisited with results complementing those of Steyaert and Flajolet [19] and a simple case of a top-down recursive simplifier.
A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the 22nd IEEE FOCS Symposium (Nashville, October 1982, pp. 386-393). Background material can be found in the authors' theses [4] , [18] .
Complexity Descriptors and Complexity Rules
In this section we first informally describe the main features of the programming language (PL-tree) to which our rules apply. We then state the main rules that allow calculation of complexity descriptors associated to programs; these rules also indirectly serve as a specification of the allowable constructs of PL-tree. Lastly, we present some analytic translation lemmas that make it possible to extract information on the asymptotic time complexity of programs from the equations satisfied by their complexity descriptors as derived through the complexity rules.
A Programming Language on Trees
The basic data type underlying PL-tree is a set of term trees or expression trees: a fixed alphabet of operator symbols ~ is given; to each operator to ~ fl is associated its arity (or degree)--~(to); this defines in a standard way the set of term trees constructed on fl: a tree T with root to can be written in functional form as
where the T~'s are themselves trees built on fk The set ~r of all trees built on thus formally satisfies the equation 3.= E ,o(3., er,..., 3.) (I) in which the number of 3.'s appearing in ~o(3.,..., 3-) is equal to the arity of ~o. Equation (1) will also be written for short as 3-= ~(3.).
Our analyses are relative to programs operating on data types 3-1, 3-2,... (including 3-itself) which are subtypes of 3-and are defined by some I~i c f/:
(2)
Elements of 3-are commonly written in functional form as above and can be represented as trees, as shown in Figure 1 .
We shall denote the size of a tree T, i.e., its total number of nodes or equivalently of symbols, by I TI.
PL-tree is a language of a procedural type which does not allow the explicit assignment of variables. From developments that follow it will be clear that it is not universal. Such a constraint has to be put on the language since, as is well known, complexity properties of universal programming languages are highly undecidable. Yet PL-tree allows the programming of a large number of reeursive procedures of general interest as has been mentioned previously.
Without going into a formal specification of the language, that would take us too far away, we briefly discuss its main characteristics.
(i) Basic Data Types. The basic type is the set of trees defined in (1) together with subtypes of the form (2) . Integers are allowed in a restricted form in the control of loops and in tests on node degrees, but cannot be freely assigned to variables or procedure results. Booleans may only appear as the result of elementary tests or as the result of boolean procedures (functions) to be used in conditional instructions. (ii) Primitive Operators. The main operations are the ones dealing with trees; for a tree X:
root(X) is the label of the root of X, thus an element of 12. deg(X) is the arity of the root of X (i.e., 8(root(X))). for an integer i, i-(root(X)), X[i] denotes the ith root subtree of X so that
Elementary tests allow comparison of the root of a tree to some element in 12 and of its degree of some fixed integer. Results of tests and Boolean functions can also be combined using the standard boolean connectives.
(iii) Syntax. This construct means that the body of the for-loop will be executed for all values of indices i, 1 ---j-< m and 1 --ij <-deg(Xj), which satisfy predicate Q, where Q may depend on the root labels of its arguments. With this mechanism, root-subtrees of m-tuples of trees can be searched until a condition terminating the loop is met. Notice that, in these iterations, the values of the indices are undefined outside the loop.
Conditional iteration
(iv) Special Features. These are the write, assign, and nil constructs:
write ((info)): where info is a string possibly made of elements of f~, can be used to transfer information on a write-only output file; in particular, this feature allows programs to operate as tree transducers, the results being output, for instance, in polish prefix notation (trivial modifications would make it possible to produce linked tree structures as outputs).
assign ((boolean expression)): each boolean function is assumed to have a special result register; the assign construct can be put around any boolean expression in a program definition and will result in assigning the value of the expression to the result register of the function that commands it.
nil: this dummy procedure has no effect on the computation and will be used for convenience.
(v) Macroinstructions. It is convenient to avoid long sequences of nested conditional statements; we shall therefore use the following macroinstruction in some cases:
fo which is easily translated in terms of/f then else. For complexity estimates we shall consider that this switch performs a single test (this convention could clearly be changed without deeply affecting our results).
In Figure 2 we give an example of a program in PL-tree, which tests two term trees for equality, using a recursive search in preorder.
Complexity Rules
We formally define here input descriptors and complexity descriptors associated to PL-tree data structures and programs. Later we give a set of rules that can be inductively used to determine the complexity of programs and procedures from their simpler components. 
Furthermore, let Q be a predicate over O-m; we also introduce the conditional characteristic function of U with condition Q as
where U A Q is the conjunction (intersection) of U and Q.
In the sequel we repeatedly make use of the notation whose general coefficient is 
Ixal=.l,...,lxml=nm
Thus "/'a(x1, X2,... , X m [Q) describes the complexity of A when applied to arguments satisfying condition Q.
In the following we shall use extensively a vector notation to denote m-tuples of variables and cartesian products: X, x, and n will denote, respectively, (X1, X2,..., Xm), (Xl, X2,..., Xm), and (nl, n2,..., rim). ~ will denote ~-1 x Styx...x~r m.
In particular, we shall write X~" instead of (X~,X2,...,Xm)~ ffl x if2 x.
• • x ff,~ and Ixl = n instead of Ix, I = n, for 1 -i ~ m.
It also proves convenient to use
) and x* to denote x~,x~ 2. • • X~m " (thus x ~ = x~x2" • " xm); however, for the sake of notational simplicity, we shall often use x instead of x ~ when no ambiguity arises, so that
A few basic facts, which we now list, follow from the definitions:
, where Q1 and Q2 are disjoint predicates (i.e., Q~ ^ Qz----false), then
za(xl Q) = za(xl Q1) + za(xl Q2). (8)
with xtrue = 1 and xfalse = 0.
(ii) Let t(x), ti(x) denote the characteristic functions of types if, ~~ (since they will be of constant use we omit the prefix X). Let O(u) (resp. O~(u)) be the power series defined from 12 (resp. 12i) by
[un]dp(u) = card{o~ ~ 12 ] 8(oJ) = n},
with a similar definition for the Oi's. Then t(z)satisfies the equation [13] , [8] , [19] , IS]
and similarly for t~. From (9) it follows in particular that the characteristic function of the type ~rl x J2 x..
• x J-m is q(x)t~(x). .. t,~(x).
(iii) If the procedure A(X:~r) effectively depends on only p arguments, where p < m, say X1, X2, ..., Xn, it can be written as 
p<i~m This last equation is easily relativized to some predicate Q1 x Q2 ×" • "x Qm over 9-, x ~-~x... x.,%:
• a(xlQ,×Q2×"'×O,.)=,'b(xlQ,×'"×O.) II xq,(xl). (12')
p<i<-m (iv) Given a procedure A(X:~') and its complexity descriptor za(x), the series za(z, z,,.., z) is often written for short as ra(z). Its nth Taylor coefficient satisfies
IXd+...+lXml=n which therefore represents the cumulated cost of procedure A on all m-tuples of inputs of total size n.
We can now proceed with the statement of complexity rules. Each rule applies to a construct in the language of the form A = C~(B1, B2,...) and expresses the complexity descriptor ~'a of A in terms of the complexity descriptors zbi of the program segments Bi and the characteristic functions of the underlying datatypes:
Occasionally (in the case of boolean constructs), F may also involve the characteristic functions of some intervening boolean procedures.
Rules are relative to an additive (with respect to the composition of the instructions) complexity measure corresponding to the execution time on an abstract machine model, whose properties are summarized in Figure 3 . There is, naturally, considerable arbitrariness in the choices made in this table: our purpose
Construct
Resulting complexity
A=-for i with Q do B od
"cA is the sum of the "cB's corresponding to arguments which satisfy predicate Q and of the zQ's.
A=-for i while Qdo B od
,cA is the sum of the "cQ's and ,B's corresponding to executions of Q and B while condition Q is satisfied and of the first execution of Q which returns false.
Q---a boolean combination of atomic ,Q---1 predicates on root labels and degrees assign, nil ~-assign = "cnil = 0 has only been to have rules that are reasonably simple to state; from the developments that follow it should be clear that adequate time constants in procedure calls, tests, branching,.., could be introduced to reflect more closely the time constants of any particular machine model.
Rule 1 (Composition). When
where X is of type ~, one has for any predicate Q on .9"
ra(xl Q) --~'b(x I O)+ ~c(x[ O).
Rule 2 (Conditionals). When
These two rules follow directly from the additive character of the time complexity measure.
Rule 3 (Subtree Descent). 'When

A(X) = B(X[il],... , X[ip])
for some ij all different, where X is of type ~r, one has
oJ~D.
p<8(oJ)
A variant of Rule 3 is of special interest when we insist that the root-subtrees be identical; we state it in a special case. Let Eq,o be the predicate over ff defined by
We then have:
Rule 3eq (Subtree Descent with Equality). When
where X is of type ~ and i< 8(o0) , one has, under condition Eq,o, This rule actually follows from the preceding ones as we shall see later. We now turn to equations for characteristic functions of boolean procedures. The basic remark is that the result of a boolean function is precisely that of the last "assign" instruction executed; the situation is therefore more intricate for characteristic functions than for complexity descriptors; however, some schemes, for hich we give the following rules, are quite often encountered:
where X is of type ~', one has xa (x) = xb(xl Q) + xc(x Q).
where X is in ff and B is a pure procedure (without boolean result), one has, under condition Eqrt, 
Proof Techniques
Counting sets and multisets is the main tool for proving complexity rules. To introduce the method in the case of sets, let us start with the problem of counting trees in a family 5-defined by a set [l of operators:
or, in other words,
8-= E Y'.
• to(T1,..., Tp).
The generating function t(x) of 8-can also be written as
T~.ff so that it can be formally derived from the set 3-by replacing each node (or symbol) of a Tc 3-by an x, taking juxtaposition of variables as products. Applying this transformation to equation (15) we thus obtain
where s, is the number of operators of arity n in fL This symbolic way of deriving generating functions is inspired by works of Schutzenberger [6] . It can be extended to count multisets of trees as shown in [4] , [8] , [18] , and . [19] and in parallel developments of Berstel and Reutenauer [1] . It makes it possible to translate "at sight" inductive definitions of multisets obtained by combinations of sums and products into equations over generating functions. Extensive use of it is made in the sequel, and we shall illustrate it by means of a few examples.
Given a procedure A(X : 3") we now consider the multiset associated to the cost measure: za= E zA(X).X. E x"b(x,...,x)(t(x) ) ~°')-p, 
=Y. eQ(X[1]). X+ E 2 (TB(X[p-1])+zQ(X[p])). X l<p--<~(to) ~Q(X[i]
) l~i~p 
., Xj[8(to)]).
Applying the translation scheme, we associate the variable xj, 1 -<j-m, to trees in ~ and obtain
Ta(x)=Exl"''xm E xq(x)P-l(¢b(x[Q)+Tq(x)) I-I (tj(xj)) 8(o')-p to l-----p--< 8(to) l<--j~m
= x(rb(x I Q) + zq(x)) ~ E xq(x)P-l(I-I tj(xj)) ~(~)-p.
to p
The last sum being a geometric progression, we obtain the final form of the rule.
Rule 6 could also be proved along these lines but we can obtain it through the other rules by expressing the procedure copy recursively as procedure copy(X : 3"):
write (root(X));
Then, by Rules 1 and 4, we have
Tcopy(x) = t( x ) + Xzcopy( x )~P'( t( X ) ).
Solving this linear equation and reducing the expression we obtain ¢copy(x) = xt'(x).
(23)
Analytic Translation Methods
It should be clear at this stage that given a program (namely, a set of procedures) in PL-tree, one is able to derive, using the preceding rules, a system of equations which determines various generating functions associated to the program and which, ultimately, define the complexity descriptor. In this paragraph we are interested in determining the behavior of the average cost, asymptotically when the size of the data gets large.
Most complexity descriptors associated to simple programs satisfy a system of equations of the form
where the h's and H's are known functions; this is usually achieved, after some algebraic transformations, by eliminating conditions from conditional complexity descriptors.
A special case of interest is when the system can be written in the form
It is then possible to solve it algebraically and to recover the coefficients of the Taylor expansions of the f's using the Lagrange-Good inversion theorem for implicit functions [7] ; however, the expressions thus obtained are usually too complex to allow asymptotic analysis. We therefore turn to a more direct approach that follows the lines used in [13] , [14] , [19] , and [5] ; this approach is based on the existence of relations between the asymptotics of Taylor coefficients of a function and the behavior of that function around its main singularity.
More precisely, the cumulated costs relative to total input size n have a generating function which is obtained by replacing all occurrences of xi's in (24) by z; so that the system (24) becomes
In (26) (i.o. means infinitely often, a.e. means almost everywhere).
(ii) If z = p is the unique singularity of c(z) of modulus p, the behavior of rn = cnp" is determined by the local expansion of c(z) at z = p.
The major fact concerning algorithms written in PL-tree is that in most cases c(z) behaves as (1-z/p)-~; more precisely, at z = p, c(z) can be written
c(z)=(1-~)-~u(z) + v(z),
where u and v are regular at z=p, and a ~ Q\{0,-1,-2...}.
Property (27) allows us to state, by the Darboux theorem [10] , [3] , that
where F is the Euler gamma function. Let us illustrate this method by deriving the asymptotic number of term trees defined on a fixed set of operators IL Let ~(u) be the power series such that s, = [u"]qb(u) = card{to e a I ~(to ) = n}.
We know by (11) that the generating function t(z) satisfies t( z) = zCg( t(z) ).
Let us further assume that the conditions (C) below hold: (C) (i) The s, are bounded by some fixed M.
(ii) gcd{n Is, # 0} = 1.
(Condition (ii) can be easily dispensed with.) Summarizing extensive discussions of [13] and [19] we have: 
where y =-~/(2~(~')/~" (7)).
Similarly, the enumerating series for the family ~rk of k-tuples of trees in is tk(z), whose radius of convergence is still p, and at z = p satisfies
\ P/
where uk and vk are regular and
From the above discussion it follows that the conditions necessary for the Darboux theorem to apply are satisfied and we can state:
be a family of trees satisfying conditions (C). Let t, ~ t, : be the number of trees (k-tuples of trees) of size n; then
where p = 1/~'(`r) and r~'( `r) = c~( `r).
Local expansions of input and program descriptors around their singularities will be systematically used to derive the asymptotic behavior of procedure costs, as given by the complexity rules of Section 2.2. Let us give one example of this situation (we continue to assume that the family of inputs J satisfy conditions (C))
Proposition 2. Let B be a procedure on trees of type ~r and A be the iterate of B on subtrees, defined by A(X) --B(X); for i ~ 1 to deg(X) do A(X[ i]) od.
Assuming `rb( z ) has a unique algebraic singularity 2 on its circle of convergence, and b, ~ c. n" • p-" for some constants c and a <-½, then
--~ r(o~ 1) a+1/2
"ran ~ CU ~ n where 0 is a constant depending only on ~', and F is the Euler gamma function.
Proof. By Rules 1 and 4dis we have `ra(z) = `rb(z) + z`ra (z)(I)'(t(z)),
From equation (11) we get, by differentiation,
Since rb. is equivalent to cn~p -", `rb(z) has radius of convergence p, and from the hypothesis admits, at z =p (its singularity), the expansion
where u~ and v~ are regular at z = p.
2A singularity is said to be algebraic whenever the function has a local expansion of the form (27). 
Differentiation Algorithms
In this section we study a class of algorithms which perform formal differentiation on expressions represented by trees; in a more algebraic setting these algorithms can also be seen as top-down finite state transducers [20] and illustrate a natural class of computations on trees. Let us start with some definitions. Let f~ be an arbitrary finite set of operators (including, possibly, +, -, ~, log, sin,.. the header is +(*(.,.), *( .,. )) so that h(*) = 3, a(*) = 2.
Square root
Dx/-(X) = +(DX, *(2, x/-(X))); the header is +(., *(2, ~(. ))) so that h(~)= 4, a(x/-)= 1.
Inverse
D inv(X) = op(+(DX, *(X, X))); the header is op(+(., *( .," ))) so that h(inv) = 3, a(inv) = 2. the number of occurrences of e~ in A; the total number a(to) of copied subexpressions is a(to) = a(to)l +" • • + a(to)m. The rules of some differentiation system D translate at sight into an algorithm written in PL-tree applied to inputs of type if, where 5 r= 12(J-) (see, e.g., p. 338 of [11] ). The general form of the algorithm is given in Figure 5(a) ; the sequence of instructions corresponding to each branch of the case should be macroexpanded as shown in Figure 5(b) .
The complexity descriptor of procedure diff is therefore, by Rule 2 (conditionals), ~'diff(z) = t(z) + Y. ~'gener(z t root(X) = to). where the first term corresponds to write instructions, the second to copy instructions, and the third to recursive calls with subtree descent. Combining (38) and (39)we finally get
(to)z(t(z))S~'°)+ Ot(to)z2t'(z)(t(Z)) a(w)-I + 8(to)zrdiff(z)(t(z)) a(~)-l,
rdiff(z) = t(z) + zH( t(z)) + z2t'(z)A( t(z)) + zzdiff(z)dP'( t(z)),
where
Solving this linear equation in zdiff(z) we obtain the explicit form
t(z) + zH( t(z)) + z2t'(z)A( t(z))
~-diff(z) = (41)
-zdp'(t(z))
and, by (34),
Since by the Lagrange inversion theorem we have explicit expressions for the coefficients of t(z) and t'(z) it would be possible to provide explicit but awkward expressions for the coefficients of ~-diff; the formulae obtained in this way are quite intricate so that it would be hard, if not impossible, to derive an asymptotic estimate for the average cost of the algorithm. We thus turn to the analytic study of ~'diff(z).
Since l-I is finite, H(u) and A(u) are polynomials and one can conclude that zdiff(z) has a radius of convergence p. Furthermore, for Izl = p, its singularities are precisely those of t(z) and t'(z). We can thus obtain a local expansion of zdiff(z) at z=p by simply replacing t(z) and t'(z) by "r+3"(1-g/p) 1/2 and r'+ 3,'(1 + z/p) -1/2, respectively, in equation (42):
where v(z) and w(z) are analytic at z = p, and a = A(r). 
T From (28) we have, for the average cost, -'/2) ).
Theorem 1. The average cost of a differentiation algorithm is of the form
where Co is a constant which depends only on the family of trees and the set of rules.
The behavior of the average cost (O(n3/2)) is to be compared with the worst case (O (n 2)) and the best case (O(n)). It is important to notice that the nonlinear cost is due to the copies of subtrees the algorithm performs. If we allow pointers so that common subexpressions could be shared, we could simply attach the subtrees of the argument to the headers with unit cost (independently of the size of the subtree). Equation (41) would then be changed to
, z2t'(z) rditt(z) = zt (z) + t--~-)" (H(t(z)) + A(t(z)))
(43) whose analysis yields a linear average cost consistent with the linear worst-case behavior.
Tree Compatibility
In this section we study an algorithm which returns the greatest common part of two trees in a family ~r; this algorithm can appear as the first part of "generalization" algorithms. The interest now relies on the fact that the procedure has two arguments as can be seen in Figure 6 .
The complexity descriptor of procedure compat satisfies the following equations; by Rule 2 we decompose rcompat in
where the unit cost of the test is taken into account by the term t(x)t(y). 
Now rthen(x, y Iroot(X) # root(Y)) = t(x)" t(y)-xy~(t(x)t(y))
= xyCP(t(x)t(y))+ xyrcompat(x, y)dP'(t(x)t(y)).
Combining equations (44), (45), and (46) and solving the linear equation in rcompat we get
In order to derive the cost of procedure compat with respect to the total size of its arguments, we use remarks (11) and (24) and substitute variable z for x and y, obtaining (with an obvious change in notation)
It is easy to see that riP'(rE(z)) is analytic for [z I <p, and that, at z=p,
rl-1_pE~,(r2) and 3'1-(1_p2~,(r2))2
The average cost is therefore asymptotically constant: 
Tree Matching and Simplification
In this section we study two algorithms whose analyses are slightly more complex than the two previous ones. In the case of tree matching the algorithm consists of two procedures with two arguments taken in different families. In the case of simplification the equation to be solved for the cost-generating function does not define it implicitly. Furthermore, in each case we have to handle characteristic series.
Tree Matching
The algorithm we study works as follows; let ~ and ~r be the family of patterns and texts, respectively. The class ~r is defined by a set fl of operators ( ~T = fl(ff)). Let l)+={toeflls(to)>O} and # be a new symbol of arity O. The class ~ of patterns satisfies the equation
= [n+u {#}](~).
A tree P in ~ is said to occur at the root of a tree T in ~ if there exist trees T1,..., T~ in ~ which substituted to the #'s in P give exactly T: T = P(T1,..., Tt).
In a sense the #'s play the role of a "don't care" which can be substituted by any tree in More generally~ P is said to occur in T if it occurs at the root of some subtree of T. The algorithm therefore tests for any subtree of T whether P occurs at its root; this last procedure is a variant of procedure equal in Figure 2 ; the algorithm is described in Figure 7 . This algorithm has been extensively studied in [19] ; we propose here a new proof of the main result--the expected linearity of the algorithm in our framework. Let p(x) and t(y) denote the generating functions associated to ~ and 3-, respectively; these series satisfy equations
where ~(u) = ~b(u) -~(0). We are now able to translate the algorithm in order to determine the complexity descriptor of procedure match; we shall use variables x and y to represent patterns and texts, respectively.
By Rules 1, 2, and 4pds we have
By Rules 2 and 5 we have
Finally, we deduce from Rule 7
Following the standard approach we turn to univariate power series, expressing the cost with respect to the total size of the input; equations (50), (51), and (52) are then rewritten as rmatch(z) = zcomp(z) + xcomp(z), (50a)
By remark (34), and by combining the last two equations, we finally obtain the following system where the variable z is implicit:
We now turn to the analytic study of system (53); we assume, for simplicity, that conditions (C) are satisfied by 3", hence by ~.
Let, as usual, p be the radius of convergence of t(z); at z = p, its dominant singularity, we recall that We first prove that xcomp(z) has its dominant singularity at z = p; since Since, for Izl <-p < 1, xcomp(z) < It(z)l and 1
on the real axis, we conclude that the denominator in (55) cannot vanish, while the numerator becomes infinite only at point z = p. Using equation (54) we derive a local expansion for xcomp(z) at z = p, namely,
where X = xcomp(p) is the least positive root of
1-p2@'(x)"
We now study rcomp(z) and zmatch(z); since we know from the procedure structures that these algorithms are at most quadratic in the size of the input, their complexity descriptors should have the same radius of convergence as the characteristic series of the input, namely, p(z)t(z).
Let us then examine p(z); two cases arise depending on the condition 1+@ --(1): (i) 1+@=~; then p(z)= t(z); the dominant singularity of zcomp and zmatch is easily seen to be located at z =p and using (54) and (56) we conclude by elementary computations that at z =p we have 
where (2z2-pT)(~-2-X)
,y ~= r2_pr_p2¢(~.2) and /z =-~r(~+X).
(ii) 1 + @ ~ ~; it is then easy to see that p(z) has a radius of convergence greater than p and is regular at z = p: let p (p) = o3; the dominant singularity of ~'comp(z) and ~'match(z) is again located at z = p and by similar • computations we conclude from (54) and (56) that equations (58) are still valid at z =p with • constants
=-~(~+x).
The characteristic function of the input is p(z)t(z) which has a radius of convergence p and a dominant singularity at z = p, where we have
Therefore, by the Darboux theorem, we have 
where the constant a depends only on the families of texts and patterns.
It is worth noticing that the worst-case behavior is quadratic in the size of the input.
Algebraic Simplification
As a last showcase we propose to study an algorithm which reduces arithmetic expressions containing subexpressions of the form el-e2, when e I and e 2 are formally identical. The algorithm is shown in Figure 8 and makes use of the 
We now turn to the analytic study of a(z), req(z), and rreduce(z).
From equation (63) we find Thus req(z) and rreduce(z) have a radius of convergence p. Since p < 1, functions a(z 2) and rreduce(z 2) are regular in a domain that strictly contains {zl Izl-< p) (see [15] for a similar argument). Furthermore, the denominator of ~-eq(z) does not vanish for Izl---p, the series h(z)= dz2(a2(z)+a(z2)) being monotonically increasing on the real positive axis and h (p) < 1. Therefore, zeq(z) has only two singularities for Izl---p at z= +p and the same holds true for zreduce(z). 
~ +o
We therefore conclude the analysis.
when n is even, when n is odd.
when n is even, when n is odd. With the above notations we have y = 2v~ u(p)"
